A FAST GROWING RETAIL CHAIN USES AWS TO HOST THEIR CENTRAL POINT OF SALE SERVER FOR HIGH UPTIME AND HIGH BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION

SUCCESS STORY

COMPANY PROFILE

The client is one of fastest growing chains of hypermarkets in India and is owned by a leading global private investment firm with $55.7 billion of capital under management.

CHALLENGES

The client was hosting a central windows server to communicate with their retail outlets, but was unable to maintain good uptime because of networking and bandwidth issues.
“Our previous hosting company was unable to provide us the uptime guarantee that we required for our C-POS server. With AWS we have witnessed no downtimes and all the maintenance activities are well planned and well communicated”

– Chief Information Officer

Solution

AWS offers a virtual private environment (VPC) where you can define all networking policies without worrying about the hardware or infrastructure required. With software based firewall and routing policies, it is quick to make changes in your network. The stability of the windows server is definitely one of the plus points with AWS. The server is only used for few hours a day, hence saving cost.

Advantages

99.95% uptime SLA for every virtual server connected to the office using a secured VPN connection and custom routing and firewall policies.
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